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Protective Film Solutions appointed as the exclusive UK distributor of Contra
Vision® Switchable Smart Film™
Contra Vision have appointed Protective Film Solutions (Europe) Ltd as the exclusive UK distributor
and installer of their latest product Switchable Smart Film.
Protective Film Solutions are leading suppliers and installers of Privacy, Security, Blast Protection and
Energy Saving Window Films throughout the UK & Europe. Contra Vision’s Switchable Smart Film
transitions from transparent to opaque at the flick of a switch, providing excellent opportunities to
create instant privacy for meeting rooms in offices, windows of conservatories or glass walls in open
plan bathrooms.
Switchable Smart Film works by applying a small electric current to a liquid crystal centre. This
causes the liquid crystals to align when switched on so that the glass appears totally clear. When
switched off the film becomes ‘frosted’ again and creates privacy from both sides.
The film is available in two standard widths, 1000mm (38.6”) and 1200mm (47.3”). For larger areas,
multiple sheets can be joined. The film can be cut to any size at the factory with custom shapes and
sizes also available.
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About Contra Vision
Contra Vision® products transform glass into opportunities for advertising, branding,
one-way privacy, solar shading and decorative architectural features, while retaining
excellent see-through from the other side.
Our invention started a new type of advertising which spread across the world, making
the Contra Vision® brand a byword for one-way vision window graphics. We continue to
innovate and have established an unrivalled range of technologies and printable window
films, offering unique product benefits to help achieve your vision.
About Protective Film Solutions (PFS)
PFS have gained a global reputation for the successful delivery of many complex multisite projects for some of the world’s leading companies.
We are exclusively trusted by major manufacturers with some of the latest technology in
Window Film and Glass Coatings, PFS are committed to the highest levels of installation
quality and customer care.
Learn more at www.protectivefilmsolutions.eu

